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Abstract
In recent years several far-field microscopy techniques have been developed
which manage to overcome the diffraction limit of resolution. A unifying
classification scheme for them is clearly desirable. We argue that existing
schemes based on the information capacity of the optical system can not
easily be extended to cover e.g., STED microscopy or techniques based on
single molecule imaging. We suggest a classification based on a reconstruction
of the Abbe limit.1
1 Introduction
In 1873 Ernst Abbe established his celebrated diffraction limit and showed that the
resolution of an imaging system is limited by the wave-length λ and the numerical
aperture NA according to [1]:
dAbbe =
λ
c · NA
, (1)
with c = 1 (coherent illumination) or c = 2 (incoherent illumination). Abbe’s
derivation was embeded in a model of the image formation which involves a double
Fourier transformation [2, 3]. This is equivalent to an image formation described by
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a convolution of the object intensity (or amplitude), O(x, y), with the PSF of the
system (We restrict ourselves to the lateral plane):
I(x, y) = O(x, y)⊗ PSF(x, y). (2)
Applying a Fourier transformation and the convolution theorem yields:
I˜(kx, ky) = O˜(kx, ky) ·OTF(kx, ky). (3)
Here, the image formation is described by the Fourier transform of the PSF, i.e.,
the optical transfer function (OTF). The Abbe resolution limit then amounts to the
fact, that the cut-off of the optical transfer function (OTF) is given by k0 =
c·NA
λ
.
Super-resolution has become the collective term for techniques to break this limit
and we will summarize some of these developments briefly in Sec. 2. Our focus
will be put on applications in far-field microscopy. Given the diversity of different
schemes a classification of them is desirable. In Sec. 3 we review briefly the existing
suggestions based on information theory and point to their shortcomings in the
current formulation. A novel classification scheme will be proposed in Sec. 4.
2 Super-resolution imaging
Already in the 1950s several researchers challenged this alleged fundamental Abbe
limit. As pointed out by Wolter and Harris [4, 5, 6] the diffraction limit (Eq. 1)
assumes an infinitely extended object. These authors noted, that the Fourier trans-
form of a finite function [5, p.202] is analytic, i.e., given the OTF on a finite interval
the transfer function can be recovered uniquely (and beyond the cut-off) by ana-
lytic continuation. This opens the possibility of super-resolution by deconvolution.
However, noise renders the corresponding inverse problem ill-posed and practical
applications of this “computational super-resolution” achieve only a minor resolu-
tion improvement [7, 8]. But given that the finite extent of the probe is a generic
property all this demonstrates that the resolution is only limited by noise – contrary
to Abbe’s claim [9].
Another early attempt to break the diffraction limit was made by Giuliano
Toraldo di Francia. In [10] it is shown that the width of the point-spread func-
tion can be reduced arbitrarily without increasing the side-lobs in the field-of-view.
The idea is to apply a filtering or masking technique (called apodization). A fur-
ther elaboration was given by Frieden [11]. However, the resulting central peak is
very weak which limits the practical application of the idea [12, p.448f]. A recent
implementation of this scheme is developed in [13].
Even in confocal microscopy (developed in the 1950s by the cognitive scien-
tist Marvin Minsky and later re-discovered, compare [14]) the band-width of the
OTF is extended by a factor of 2, given that its effective PSF is the square of the
illumination- and detection-PSF [15]. Again, noise and the finite pin-hole size render
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the actual resolution gain smaller or even vanishing. Confocal microscopy is a scan-
ning technique, i.e., applies a non-uniform illumination of the sample. The idea to
enhance resolution by non-uniform illumination (often called “structured illumina-
tion”) was suggested already in 1952 by the french physicist Maurice Franc¸on. Some
simple applications are discussed in [4, p.472] and [16] contains further developments
of the concept (still restricted to coherent illumination). The idea of structured illu-
mination microscopy is to apply an illumination which contains a spatial frequency
k1 and gives rise to the Moire´ effect with fringes of frequency |k−k1| (with k a sam-
ple frequency). For |k−k1| < k0 these fringes will be observable in the miscroscope,
i.e., effectively the passband is extended by k1. Given that the highest frequency
in the illumination pattern is as much diffraction limited as the detection passband
the maximum value is k1 = k0, hence the resolution can be extended by a factor of 2
(as in confocal microscopy; at least theoretically). However, a resolution beyond the
Abbe limit needs incoherent illumination and the first discussion in the context of
fluorescence microscopy (i.e., incoherent illumination) was given by Heintzmann and
Cremer [17]. The successful implementation and measurement results are reported
in [18].
Structured illumination microscopy (SIM) can be improved further if the effects
of non-linearity between excitation and emission are exploited [19, 20]. As in linear
SIM, higher frequency contributions can be moved into the passband of the original
system. If the non-linearity is non-polynomial the passband is (theoretically) even
unbounded. Heintzmann et al. [19] suggest to use the saturation of the fluorophore
excitation as such a non-linearity (called SSIM for “saturated structured illumina-
tion microscopy”). [21] describes the practical implementation of this scheme and
reports an experimental resolution of <50nm (i.e., roughly a four-fold improvement
compared to the Abbe limit).
Fluorescence microscopy is also the arena for the latest developments. Two fami-
lies can be distinguished which utilize the ability to switch fluorophores between dif-
ferent states (“on – off” or “bright – dark”). Stimulated emission depletion (STED)
microscopy excites the fluophores in a diffraction limited spot at first. However,
an additional STED beam de-excites all fluorophores but those in a small region
close to the zero-point of the doughnut-shaped STED beam [22, 23]. This leads to a
reduced area of potential emittance. The width of the effective PSF depends on the
intensity of the STED beam, Imax, and the saturation intensity of the corresponding
fluophores, Isat, according to [24]:
dSTED =
dAbbe√
1 + Imax
Isat
. (4)
Stimulated emission is just one process to distinguish markers and the general-
ized class of microscopy techniques which exploit similar effects has been labeled
RESOLFT (reversible saturable optical fluorescence transitions), [25].
Finally, we should mention the family of microscopy techniques based on sin-
gle molecule imaging (SMI). As suggested by Betzig the basic idea is the sepa-
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ration of nearby fluorophores through “unique optical characteristics” [26, p.237].
To achieve this separation through the time domain was accomplished for the first
time by Lidke et al. [27] through the “blinking” of quantum dots. For biologi-
cal imaging the successful application was reported in 2006 independently by three
groups. Their methods were named STORM (Stochastic Optical Reconstruction Mi-
croscopy) [28], PALM (Photo Activated localization Microscopy) [29] and FPALM
(Fluorescence Photo Activated localization Microscopy) [30]. In the mean time other
modified schemes of localization microscopy have been developed like dSTORM (di-
rect STORM) or PALMIRA (PALM with independently running acquisition).
All of them apply a similar strategy: The probe is labeled with photo-switchable
fluorescent markers and a weak light pulse activates a random, sparse subset of
these fluorophores. Ideally each of these sources is separated by more than the Abbe
limit. However, for an emitter known to be isolated the localization precision is not
restricted by diffraction. Given the shape of the PSF its mean can be estimated
from a fit to the data with a precision limited by the signal intensity and SNR only.
For the detection of a full image a strong “bleaching” pulse is applied to make the
active molecules permanently (or temporary) dark. Another activation pulse then
turns on a different sparse subset, which is again localized. This cycle is repeated
until sufficient image details have been acquired or all the dye molecules have been
switched. This results into a list of emitter positions, localization precisions, noise
and background. This data can be used to render an image which shows details
with a resolution between 10 and 50nm [31, p.201].
3 Classification based on information theory
Our brief summary of far-field microscopy techniques to break the Abbe limit illus-
trated the diversity of approaches. However, it has been noted by Testorf and Fiddy
[32, p.166f] that while most of them have been labeled as “super-resolution”, this
has been done
“ [...] frequently independent of adherence to any of the conditions that
would define a meaningful resolution limit in classical terms. [...] This, in
turn, has created a culture of reporting on new superresolution schemes
in terms of the achievable resolution rather than in terms of the relation-
ships to preexisting methods or to fundamental underlying assumptions.”
They conclude, that the comparison of different schemes is hindered and that a
proper and systematic classification of existing methods would even aid the devel-
opment of new methods. In a similar vein Sheppard [33] has noted that the concept
of super-resolution is “somewhat confused”.
In [32] and [33] a classification based on information theory is applied to arrive
at a unified framework for the discussion of super-resolution and we will briefly
review this work. According to Cox and Sheppard [34] the information capacity of
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an optical system is given by:
N = (2LxBx + 1)(2LyBy + 1)(2LzBz + 1)(2TBT + 1) · log(1 + SNR) (5)
Here, Bx, By and Bz denote the spatial band-width in the corresponding direction,
BT the temporal band-width, T the observation time, LxLy the field-of-view and
Lz the depth-of-field of the system. SNR denotes the signal-to-noise ratio. While
this information capacity can not be exceeded, which is called the “Theorem of
Invariance of Information Capacity” [34, p.1154], the spatial band-width can be
increased at the expense of e.g., the temporal band-width or the field-of-view. In
[32, 34, 33] this approach is used to make the trade-offs transparent which underly
different super-resolution schemes.
The super-resolving pupils suggested in [10] increase the resolution at the expense
of the reduced field-of-view since they produce side-lobes. Thus, in themselves (i.e.,
without restricting the field-of-view) these pupils do not increase the spatial fre-
quency band-width, i.e., they are not super-resolving per se. This is why Cox and
Sheppard [34] suggest the term “ultraresolution” for them. In contrast, do confocal
microscopy or SIM (briefly touched uppon in Sec. 2) increase the spatial frequency
band-width at the expense of the temporal band-width, i.e., both methods need sev-
eral images to be taken (confocal microscopy is a scanning technique and SIM needs
several images with rotated geometry of the structured illumination). Note, that the
latter methods assume some prior knowldege about the object, namely that it does
not vary in time. Only then the temporal band-width can be traded against the
spatial band-width. We note in passing that also confocal or structured illumina-
tion microscopy are not super-resolving per se until the additional images have been
recorded. Why a similar argument qualifies Toraldo di Francia’s pupils an instance
of “ultraresolution” only (i.e., no super-resolution proper) appears questionabe to
us.
Cox and Sheppard [34] apply the information capacity approach also in the case
of unrestricted super-resolution provided by analytic continuation. Here, the trade-
off is with respect to the SNR, given that the spectrum within the passband is not
know with arbitrary precision and the limit is set by noise.
Summing up, Sheppard [33] suggests three types of super-resolution: (i) im-
proved spatial frequency response with unchanged cut-off (as with superresolving
pupils introduced by Toraldo di Francia) (ii) techniques with increased cut-off (like
e.g., confocal scanning laser microscopy and SIM) and (iii) unrestricted super-
resolution by fundamentally unconfined increase of the cut-off of the OTF (e.g.,
by analytic continuation).
However, how do the more recent techniques like STED, SSIM or single molecule
imaging (SMI) fit into this picture? While STED and SSIM are briefly mentioned
in [33] this work was apparently written before the advent of STORM, PALM and
FPALM. SSIM and STED may be related to this classification by noting that also
here the unrestricted resolution needs a trade-off with the SNR. Given that the
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photo-chemical and spectral properties of the fluorophores provide a piece of infor-
mation about the object they apparently fit well into the conceptual framework of
information theory. This holds at least if one views the fluorophores as the “object”
of fluorescence microscopy – and not the structure which has been labeled. Oth-
erwise the fluorophores are actually part of the imaging system. However, how to
quantify this information in the current framework is rather unclear and one may
conjecture that an additional term needs to be included into Eq. 5. Key to the novel
superresolving techniques in fluorescence microscopy is to exploit the (non-linear)
interaction with the contrast generating agent. One may also argue that the concept
of an imaging system as a (passive) information channel is not sufficient to capture
this novel aspect of imaging.
Be this as it may, we will leave this question aside and turn to single molecule
imaging (SMI) which is more complicated still. Note, that the discussion so far was
framed in terms of isoplanatic systems in which the PSF does not depend on the
position. Only then the image formation can be described by a convolution (Eq. 2).
However, this assumption does not apply in single molecule imaging. In the first
place, these methods produce initially no image at all but a data set of emitter
positions, localization precisions and intensities (signal and background). Agreed,
all image-data acquisition systems produce “data” in the first place, but here there is
no natural way to display this data and they need to be rendered according to some
user specified method (See e.g., [35, p.418ff] for a discussion of several visualization
methods and their interrelation to the resolution issue). A natural candidate for
the effective PSF in SMI microscopy is apparently a point-spread function (e.g., in
the Gaussian approximation) with the localization precision as its width. However,
this ignores that in general SMI microscopy yields a different precision for each
fitted emitter. Thus, the image formation can not be described by a convolution
with a PSF, since there is no single (effective) PSF to convolve with. Only if one
neglects the position dependence of the effective PSF, SMI can be described by a
convolution (see e.g., [36, p.16] where PALMIRA is treated). However, the quality
of this approximation needs to be tested case by case. Hence, the strategy of SMI
microscopy to break the Abbe limit is not covered by the classification suggested in
[33].
One may wonder how the resolution in SMI microscopy is defined, given that the
common approach via the OTF cut-off is blocked. In fact, usually the mean localiza-
tion precision (e.g., in terms of the full width at half maximum [28]), the resolution
derived from the labeling density by the Nyquist criterion [37] or a combination of
both [38] are quoted. However, all these definitions are heuristic only. Given these
deep conceptual problems other integral resolution measures have been suggested.
For example [39, 40] base their different approaches on estimation theory while in
[41, 42] the Fourier ring correlation (FRC) is proposed as a resolution measure for
SMI microscopy.
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4 Novel classification by reconsidering the Abbe
limit
In order to classify the strategies for breaking the Abbe limit properly we therefore
suggest to spell out its content more carefully. It is certainly well known, that in its
current Fourier optical formulation the Abbe limit can be construed as a conjunction
of three hierarchically related claims:
Convolution assumption (CONV),
whereby the image formation can be represented as a convolution of the
object distribution with a point-spread function (PSF).
Resolution-cut-off relation (RCR),
whereby the principle resolution limit is given by the cut-off frequency
of the Fourier transform of the PSF (i.e., the OTF).
Abbe Cut-off (AC),
whereby the cut-off frequency of an optical system is given by k0 = NA/λ
(coherent case) or k0 = 2NA/λ (incoherent case).
Now it becomes evident that “breaking the Abbe limit” can mean quite different
things. E. g. confocal microscopy, linear structured illumination, but also STED
microscopy or SSIM expand the band-width explicitly or effectively. Here the claim
AC is refuted while RCR (and also CONV) remain the underlying assumption and
motivation. One might describe the situation by saying that this breaking or “by-
passing” of the Abbe limit is still guided by Abbe’s original reasoning.
In contrast, the observation that by analytic continuation the OTF can (in princi-
ple) be extrapolated beyond the cut-off frequency refutes the claim RCR. Note, that
the cut-off is not altered by this procedure and that the actual passband provided
by any specific optical system (e.g., according to AC) plays no role whatsoever.
Finally, in SMI microscopy (e.g., STORM, PALM or FPALM) the underlying
convolution assumption (CONV) regarding the image formation does not apply.
Expressed pointedly, if there is no OTF, it can neither be used to define the resolution
nor can its cut-off be extended.
5 Summary and conclusion
We have argued that it is difficult to apply the current information theoretic frame-
work to deal with the recent developments in super-resolving fluorescense microscopy.
It remains true that all kinds of super-resolution exploit some prior knowledge about
the sample but to incorporate this into the information theoretic framework needs to
be an objective of future developments in this field. E.g., STED microscopy utilizes
properties of the fluorophores which can not be quantified in the current information
theoretical formalism. In SMI microscopy the very definition of the band-width of
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the imaging system is intricate. Thus, also here does the current information the-
oretic framework not help to make the corresponding trade-offs transparent. Our
simple reconstruction of the Abbe limit as the conjunction of the (i) convolution
assumption, (ii) the OTF-based resolution definition and (iii) the specific OTF cut-
off values as derived by Abbe allows for a more differentiated description of the
strategies to break this limit. This perspective may provide a complementary view
on the classification in super-resolution microscopy.
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